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Introduction
You can not get deeper into a girl's mouth without hiring a dentist! Gagging Whores is not a noun, it's a
verb. This site is all about the action of gagging a whore with every inch you've got!

Adult Review
The chicks in these videos must all be on the Atkins diet because they do nothing but eat meat all day. With each guttural
swallow they force down another length of man beef and show their ability to relieve their hunger for cock without gaining
any additional weight at all.
  
  You will be surprised to see just how willing these wenches are to gobble down a rod and just how unwilling they are to let
it make them toss their cookies. The inner struggle that each of these whores displays on camera as they battle their need to
feed with their anxiety over coughing up chunks is what makes Gagging Whores such a fine activity and such a well thought
of website.
  
  These carb counting cuties leave the buns and the seafood for others and focus instead on swallowing meat and meat alone
to the best of their superior abilities.
  
  Please be aware that when you signup that on the join page there are 'pre-checked' boxes which add other sites to your order.
If you want to include these other sites you may leave them checked, but be aware that they renew automatically and can cost
a significant amount of money per month unless you uncheck the boxes when you join.
  
  All scenes are offered in a variety of formats and none of them are DRM encrypted, that means anything you download
today will still be on your drives even if the guys at Meatmembers move on to something else. These sites are a collector's
dream.

Porn Summary
With a face full of dick these whores prove that cock not pork is truly the other white meat. Pure USDA Grade "A" man meat
is their main dish... with a side of cum slaw of course.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'These tarts turn cocksucking into a picnic lunch!'
Quality: 87  Updates: 84 Exclusive: 86 Interface: 81
Support: 79 Unique: 79    Taste: 83        Final: 83

Porn Sites Included
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Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.95 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Up To 1000 Videos: 40
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